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??????CentOS 5.6?Xen 3.1.3?SCore 7.0.1?
OpenVPN 2.2.0??????????????
? 2 ??????????????
? Type CPU ???
GridAgent A PE R300 Intel Xeon 8GB
? ? X5470 3.33GHz ?
GridAgent B DL320G6 Intel Xeon 8GB
? ? E5606 2.13GHz ?
GridAgent C PE840 Intel Xeon 8GB
? ? X3220 2.40GHz ?
? 3 ????????????????
? ???? CPU ???
Cluster A OPIPLEX755 Intel Core2 8GB
? 8? E6850 3.00GHz ?
Cluster B eX.Computer Intel Core i5 8GB
? 12? 2400 3.10GHz ?
Cluster C OPIPLEX755 Intel Core2 8GB


















?????? 1 OPIPLEX755 ????? LAN
? 8? ?
?????? 2 OPIPLEX755 ?? LAN
? 4?,4? ?
?????? 3 OPIPLEX755 WAN
? 4?,4? ?
?????? 4 OPIPLEX755 WAN,?? LAN
? 3?,3?,2? ?
?????? 1 ????? PC ????????
???????????????????????
?????? 2 ??2 ?????????????
????????????????2 ??????
???????????? 3???????? 2?
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